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Welcome
Well here we are in April, known for its ‘showers’, beautiful Spring weather, the start
of warmer weather, and the time when the Easter Bunny will make an appearance
bearing gifts of chocolate eggs! You could say this is an ‘Eggstra’ special edition of
the Newsletter and is a ‘cracking’ read!
Here are some facts I thought you might like to know about April:
It is the 4th month of the year, but that’s only by the Gregorian calendar that we
adhere to now. It was previously the 5th month in the earlier Julian calendar. April
also only had 29 days, but a 30th day was added when Julius Caesar established the
Julian calendar.
No one is sure how the month ended up with its name, but we do know the Romans
named it ‘Aprillis’. The etymology behind the word ‘April’ comes from the verb
‘aperire’, which means ‘to open’. It’s commonly believed that the word refers to the
season of trees and flowers beginning to ‘open’ or bloom. For the Romans, April was
sacred to the goddess Venus.
April has two zodiac signs: Aries which is until April 19th; Taurus which is from
20th April. Those born in April have a diamond as their birthstone, which represents
innocence, and a birth flower of either a Daisy or a Sweet Pea.
April is a great month for meteor showers, one of which is the Lyrids meteor shower
appearing annually between 16th-26th April. The Eta Aquariids meteor shower can be
seen from 21st April onwards.
There are quite a few notable historical people born in April, such as Leonardo da
Vinci, Shakespeare, and Queen Elizabeth II.
In the Southern Hemisphere, April is the seasonal equivalent to October.
The smaller animals that hibernate for the winter in the Northern Hemisphere usually
start coming out of their burrows in April. It is also the month that the birds migrate
North and settle down for the Summer to mate.

By Dave Venables

08 Photography

And of course, as we all know, “April showers bring May flowers”, so if the rain of
April ever gets you down, never forget the silver lining!
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Best wishes and Happy Easter

The winning images from
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Liz xx
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Visit us
On-Line!

https://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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Through the Lens
Being Society President
by Mick Schilling
As most of you will be aware, I have been President for two seasons now, having
taken over the reins from Phil as Covid-19 struck. Strange days!
I have enjoyed the role immensely and have had a lot of fun, although I think it may
surprise many of you that I am in fact a bit of an introvert. Any air of confidence is a
metaphorical cloak of invisibility, used to hide my inherent desire to blend into the
background. But I have managed it without much stress. The little ‘famous musician
from the speaker’s hometown’ game enables me to have something to say before the
introductions, though maybe I should have found something similar for the end of the
evenings, the bit where the speaker is ‘now free to leave the Zoom call’ can be rather
awkward at times… Plus I’ve never needed to bring the room to order and bang the
gavel, as with Zoom Phil just mutes everyone! But that won’t be for long now,
normality is approaching and we hope to be back in the church hall full time next
season. All face-to-face again – though we hope to be able to Zoom speakers in to
the hall and maintain the ability to host such varied and interesting speakers akin to
those we have enjoyed for the last 18 months. Plus we will be able to enjoy Roy’s
fabulous wit in person instead of via the inter-web! Though we won’t be able to
partake of a wee dram of single malt, or a pint of real ale…
Jenny will be taking over from me as this season closes. I wish her all the berry vest
(sorry Phil…) and I am certain she will be a wonderful President. We do need a
successor for Jenny though, someone to take on the role for the 2023/24 season.
Those ‘coming season numbers’ become scarier each year… So, if anyone feels
they could take on the role after Jenny, please shout up. You certainly don’t want me
again, and Phil has enough on his hands already ;)
The job is pretty simple, and if you attend most weeks you’re halfway there. You can
avoid giving the vote of thanks as you get to beg someone to do one for you, plus you
can always find an excuse for not humping all the chairs about by chatting with the
speaker or judge! There are 3 or 4 meetings in the season, plus the AGM formalities,
but I sort all that for you anyway as Secretary. Oh and I almost forgot the President’s
assignment. Yes - you have to judge that one as well as pick the assignment theme,
but it is a lot of fun and a very rewarding process which I found really helps me
understand others’ work and how to look at an image without instantly judging it on
autopilot. If you’ve ever fancied giving it a go, do take the plunge, it’s a great
experience, one I have enjoyed immensely!

Why does one see only positives after buying a digital camera?
Because it has no negatives!
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Common Problems and how to avoid them
Edition 2
By Mick Schilling

It’s Pixelated
Images become pixelated, or blocky, due to being either over-cropped to make the
subject larger in the frame, or due to using a low resolution setting for the image file
size.
Due to the small image sizes for projected images it is rare that a digital image looks
pixelated in this format – one really does have to crop very tightly to show pixellation
here, though it is of course possible. Pixellation usually shows when printing an over
cropped image, or an image that wasn’t big enough in the first place, in large sizes.
A3 prints can often require care due to the extra detail needed to print that big.
To check the file size, look in the menu settings at image size/file size/recording
format, with the ‘fine’ setting and always try to use the largest possible files size in the
RAW format – provided you have software available to process RAW files.
Photoshop Express is free and does much of what most people need, or you can
download software from most camera manufacturers with a relevant camera serial
number.
Take care not to over-process images, especially by overuse of the sharpening or
clarity sliders as this can enhance any pixellation that may be present.

“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of
loving. What you have caught on film is captured
forever… It remembers little things, long after you
have forgotten everything.”
— Aaron Siskind
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A Fool’s Story
Continuing with the theme of ‘April’, I have always wondered about the origins of
‘April Fool’s Day’ – Here’s what I discovered:
The origins of the customs of the day are shrouded in mystery. Some scholars
believe it is likely to be a relic of festivities held to mark the Vernal Equinox from
25th March until 2nd April. Certainly, there is some evidence to suggest that 1st April
was observed as a general festival in pagan Britain. More commonly, the customs
are associated with the switch to the Gregorian calendar in France during the
16th Century.
Historically, many parts of the world celebrated 1st April as New Year's Day - due to
its relationship with the start of Spring. France was one of the first countries to adopt
1st January as their official ‘New Year's Day’, by decree of Charles IX in 1564. This
was before the 1582 adoption of the Gregorian calendar. The gifts and traditions
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which had been the feature of 1st April switched to 1st January. However, many
people either refused to accept the change or did not hear about the news for several
years. Those who still celebrated 1st April were seen as 'fools' by the general
populace and fair game to be the butt of pranks and tricks and were known as a
‘poisson d'avril’ or ‘April fish’. It is not known what exactly the fish refers to, but it may
be related to the sun leaving Pisces (the fish) at the start of April. A part of the
tradition in France was the placing of dead fish unknowingly on the backs of friends.
Today, real fish have been replaced with fish-shaped paper shapes that children try
to sneak on to the back of their friends' shirts. Shops and bakeries also offer special
fish-shaped sweets.
The traditions spread to England and Scotland in the 18th Century and were taken to
the American colonies by both the English and French. In Scotland, April Fool's Day
is celebrated over two days. Called Taily Day, the second day is devoted to pranks
involving the buttocks. The ‘kick me’ sign can be traced back to Taily Day.
Mexico's equivalent to April Fool's Day is on 28th December. Originally, the day was
a sombre remembrance of the slaughter of the innocent children by King Herod,
though, over the years, it has evolved into a light-hearted commemoration involving
pranks and tricks.
The Dutch have separate reasons for celebrating 1st April. In 1572, the Netherlands
were under Spanish rule. On 1st April 1572, Dutch rebels seized the town of Den
Briel, marking the start of the general civil rising against the Spanish across the
Netherlands. The Duke of Alba, commander of the Spanish army at the time, could
not prevent the uprising from gathering momentum. ‘Bril’ is the Dutch word for
glasses, so it was said that "Alba lost his glasses." The Dutch commemorate this
with jokes and humour on 1st April.

“You can fool all of the people some of the time and
some of the people all of the time but you cannot fool
all of the people all of the time.”
Abraham Lincoln
And when not making a ‘fool’ of ourselves what else happening in April?
4th April - International Carrot Day
Carrots naturally come in many colours, flavours, and textures and contain different
nutrients. White carrots are crispy, red carrots are starchy, purple carrots are spicy,
etc. So why do carrots always seem to be orange and taste the same? One word –
Netherlands. During the 17th Century, the Dutch broke from the Spanish politics of
the time thanks to the Dutch royal family, the House of Orange-Nassau. To honour
the royal family, the Dutch turned everything orange – houses, clothes, jam, candles,
liqueurs and, of course, carrots. Thanks to international trade, they spread orange
carrots to the rest of the world until society barely recognised any other type.

What did one snowman say to the other snowman?
“Do you smell carrots?”
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14th April – Maundy Thursday
Also known as Holy Thursday or Good Thursday, Maundy Thursday commemorates
Jesus’ Last Supper with his disciples and established the ceremony known as the
Eucharist. It has been celebrated since the earliest days of the Christian Church. The
night of Maundy Thursday is the night on which Jesus was betrayed by Judas in the
Garden of Gethsemane. Maundy Thursday derives from the old Latin name for the
day, "Dies Mandatum," i.e. ‘the day of the new commandment’, referring to the
command given by Christ at the Last Supper, that we should love one another before
he washed the feet of his disciples.
Preceding Good Friday, the day also played a role in rural customs. A popular
assumption is that it is called ‘Green Thursday’ because of the green vegetables
people eat on this Fast day, spinach being a favourite. In Germany, the tradition is to
eat a big fresh salad.
Catholic churches do not ring their bells, they fall silent until Easter. The place of the
bells is taken by rattles and other noisemakers, which call the faithful to service. "The
bells have flown to Rome," people would say.
In the United Kingdom, the tradition of the sovereign giving alms to the poor on
Maundy Thursday stretches back to at least the 12th Century, with continuous
records from the reign of King Edward 1. From the Middle Ages, the number of
recipients mirrors the sovereign's years. From about 600 AD St Augustine noted the
ceremony also involved the king, queen or their representative washing the feet of
the poor. This foot washing tradition continued until the 18th Century. Even today
nosegays or posies are still carried in the royal procession - a reminder of when foot
odour needed disguising! The distribution of the alms comes in two parts. The red
purse contains an allowance in place of food and clothing given in bygone times. In
the white purse, there are Maundy coins, as many pence as the Queen is years old.
The coins are legal tender, but because they are so rare, they are sought after by
collectors. In 2022, Queen Elizabeth II, 95, will present Maundy Thursday alms
purses to 190 people - 95 men and 95 women.
21st April – National Tea Today
Established in 2016, National Tea Day was created on Queen Elizabeth II’s Birthday
as a way to enjoy a classic beverage and pretend you’re royalty. National Tea Day’s
slogan is “Brew More, Do More”, the aim being to inspire special and heart-warming
moments with tea. Cafes across the UK participate by offering discounts and special
promotions on afternoon and cream teas.
Consisting of not only herbal, fruit, black, white and green varieties, teas are heavily
ingrained in the development of culture worldwide, each region specialising in a
particular variety. The UK’s most popular teas are:
•
•
•
•
•

Black Tea
Earl Grey
Green Tea
Herbal Teas
Oolong
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Making tea isn’t hard, but waiting for the kettle to boil sure is tea-dious!
The tea drinker tends to get the most work done because they are full of
creative-TEA!
The only dinosaur who loved drinking tea was the TEA-REX.
Smart travellers who take part in long desert journeys always drink camel-mile
tea.
22nd April – Earth Day
Estimated to be celebrated by over a billion people worldwide, making it the most
widely celebrated day in the world after New Year's Day and International Worker's
Day. The first Earth Day was on 22nd April 1970, when over 20 million Americans
demonstrated through marches and teach-ins to raise awareness about pressing
environmental issues. 22nd April was chosen as it falls between final exams and
Spring break for American students, who were seen as an important group that would
get behind the ideas of Earth Day.
In 1990 a group of environmental leaders organised a global event, mobilising 200
million people in 141 countries and lifting the status of environmental issues on to the
world stage. Earth Day 1990 gave a huge boost to recycling efforts worldwide and
helped pave the way for the 1992 United Nations Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. At
the United Nations on Earth Day 2016, over 170 countries signed the landmark Paris
Agreement to fight climate change and harmful environmental practices across the
globe.
23rd April – St George’s Day
England’s National Day, St. George's Day, is celebrated annually on 23rd April, as this
is the generally accepted date of St. George's death. Unlike other parts of the UK
though it is not a national holiday afforded to the patron saints of other countries like
St. Andrew's Day in Scotland or St. Patrick's Day in Northern Ireland.
In addition to England, St George is the patron saint of Portugal, Georgia, Serbia,
Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of Macedonia, and many cities
across Europe. St. George's Day is also a regional holiday in the Aragon region of
Spain and a provincial government holiday in Newfoundland, Canada. It is also a
holiday for the government and schools in the state of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil.
St. George is the patron saint of many other organisations, including the Scout
Movement, who have celebrated St. George's Day since its inception.
St. George was a cavalryman in the Roman army at Lydda, now in modern-day
Israel. He was a Christian at a time when Rome was ruled by Emperor Diocletian,
who was anti-Christian. George refused to make sacrifices to the Roman gods and
as a result he was tortured over several years and eventually suffered a martyr's
death, when he was beheaded in 303 AD. He began to be venerated around the 5th
Century when a monastery was built and dedicated to him in Jerusalem. Quite how
this Roman soldier became the patron saint of England is unclear. There is certainly
no indication that George was English and no evidence that he even ever visited
England.
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Nowadays, it's not George's martyrdom that propelled him to popularity, but the tales
of his heroism in slaying dragons and rescuing maidens. These stories started to
appear in the 11th Century and become famous across Europe and parts of Asia.
One version of the tale describes a dragon that would come from the sea to terrorise
a nearby town. The locals offered animals each day to keep the monster from
attacking further. When they ran out of animals, they became more desperate and
started sacrificing humans. One day a princess was selected and about to be taken
by the Dragon. Just as it was looking like the princess’s fate was about to be sealed,
St. George rode in on a white horse and drove a lance down the beast’s throat.
St. George fighting the dragon from horseback is certainly the most enduring image
from these stories. The dragon killer legends have been said to symbolise the victory
of Christianity over Paganism.
Compared to the other parts of the United Kingdom, St George seems to fare rather
badly in terms of recognition of his national day. This wasn't always the case. His
martyrdom was known in England from c.750 AD, and in the 13th Century, his feast
day was noted as a lesser holy day. His popularity increased with the Crusades as
soldiers returned from the battlefront telling stories about St. George that they had
heard while in the Middle East. It was King Edward III who introduced the battle cry
"St. George for England" and later founded the Order of the Garter, with St. George
as its patron. To mark the day, the Queen announces new appointments to the
Order of the Garter on St. George's Day.
After the battle of Agincourt, St. George's Day was recognised as a major feast.
However, its popularity had declined to its present-day levels by the start of the 19th
Century. It was once celebrated as widely as Christmas, but the celebrations had
waned by the end of the 18th Century after England had united with Scotland on 1st
May 1707. St. George seems to be enjoying a recent resurgence in popularity.
Some politicians and media have been pushing to make his feast day England’s
national holiday. An interesting development though is that some have proposed that
St. George should be replaced by another Saint as the Patron Saint of England,
given George's lack of connection with England. This is unlikely as St. Edmund, St.
Cuthbert or St. Alban, who have all been touted as possible substitutes do not carry
any great degree of national awareness or affection.
The Rose of England is associated with St George, coming from tales of his dragon
slaying exploits. In Catalonia, the dragon-slaying takes place in Tarrangona where a
ferocious dragon, capable of poisoning the air and killing with his breath, was
terrorising the city. The inhabitants decided the only option was to keep the dragon
happy by feeding him one person a day, chosen by a draw. After several days, the
princess was the unlucky one. When the princess left her home and headed towards
the dragon, a knight named George, clad in shining armour and riding a white horse,
suddenly appeared to rescue her. Saint George raised his sword and fatally stabbed
the dragon - releasing the princess and the citizens from their torment. From the
dragon's blood, a rose bush grew with the reddest roses that had ever been seen.
The gallant George picked one of the roses and offered it to the princess. This grisly
but ultimately romantic tale is why St. George's Day (Sant Jordi) is the Catalan
equivalent of St. Valentine's Day and the most romantic day of the year.
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An Eggstremely Interesting Story …
Easter is widely considered as the most important Christian festival, commemorating
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, three days after his crucifixion. Eggs have
been associated with Easter since the early days of Christianity. However, Christian
customs connected with Easter Eggs are to a great extent survivals or adaptations of
more ancient Pagan practices as Easter was closely linked with the Pagan rites of
Spring. The term ‘Easter’ originates from the name of the Anglo Saxon Goddess of
Dawn, ‘Eostre’. The worship of ‘Eostre’ was deeply rooted in Germany and was
brought to England by the Saxons. As dawn signifies the re-birth of the day, so
Easter was associated with the re-birth of Spring. Eggs also have been regarded as
a symbol of ‘fertility’, ‘rebirth’ and ‘the beginning’, fitting in quite naturally with the
festival of Spring. The egg has its place in Egyptian mythology where the Phoenix
burns in its nest and is later reborn from the egg that it left. Hindu scripture relates
that the world developed from an egg.
With the rise in Christianity in Western Europe, the Church adapted many Pagan
customs to its own purposes and eggs as a symbol of new life came to represent the
Resurrection. Some Christians regarded an egg as the symbol of the stone being
rolled away from the sculpture. In early Easter traditions consecrated eggs were
used by Christians in Church ceremonies until the 4th Century, when eggs became
forbidden during Lent. However as Spring was the peak laying time for hens there
was a glut of eggs. This led to the practice of hard boiling and decorating them in
bright colours as a gift for children on Easter Sunday – the end of the Lenten fasting.
Prior to the Reformation, eggs were blessed by the Church at Easter time.
The earliest ‘Easter Eggs’ were hen’s or duck’s eggs decorated and painted in bright
colours at home with vegetable dye and charcoal. The 17th and 18th Centuries saw
the manufacture of egg shaped toys which were given to children at this festival time.
The Victorians had cardboard ‘plush’ and satin covered eggs filled with Easter gifts
and chocolates. The first chocolate Easter Eggs were made in Europe in the early
19th Century, France and Germany leading in this new artistic confectionery. Eating
chocolate, of a sort, had been invented a few years previously but it could not be
successfully moulded. Some early eggs were solid and the production of the first
hollow eggs must have been rather painstaking as the moulds were lined with paste
chocolate one at a time!
John Cadbury made his first ‘French Eating Chocolate’ in 1842, but it was not until
1875 that the first Cadbury Easter Eggs were made. Progress in the chocolate
Easter Egg market was very slow until a method was found of making the liquid
chocolate flow into moulds. J.S. Fry of Bristol, the company which merged with
Cadbury Limited in 1919, produced the first chocolate eggs in 1873, while rivals
Rowntree waited until 1904 and it was not until 1987 that Mars entered the market.
The modern chocolate Easter Egg with its smoothness, shape and flavour owes its
progression to the greatest development in the history of chocolate – Van Houten’s
invention in Holland of a press for separating cocoa butter from the cocoa bean in
1828 and the introduction of a pure cocoa by Cadbury Brothers in 1866. The
Cadbury process made large quantities of cocoa butter available and this was the
secret of making moulded chocolate or indeed any fine eating chocolate. The earliest
Cadbury chocolate eggs were made of ‘dark’ chocolate with a plain smooth surface
and they were filled with dragees, sugar coated chocolate drops. The earliest
‘decorated’ eggs were plain shells enhanced by chocolate piping and marzipan
flowers. Decorative and variety eggs soon followed and by 1893, the Cadbury
Brothers had 19 different Easter lines. Richard Cadbury’s artistic skills played an
important part in the expansion of the Easter range, many based on French, Dutch
and German originals adapted to Victorian tastes. The launch in 1905 of the famous
Cadbury Dairy Milk made a tremendous contribution to the Easter Egg market. The
popularity of this new kind of chocolate vastly increased sales of Easter Eggs and did
much to establish them as seasonal best sellers. However, the all-chocolate egg did
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not entirely replace the novelty eggs of the Victorian era. Cadbury introduced a
cardboard egg, known as a ‘Fancy’ Egg in 1906, which was filled with assorted
chocolates. These were produced until the early 1930s by Cadbury and were
retained on the Fry’s list for much longer. Cardboard and later plastic eggs were in
fact made for the export market until the 1950’s.
Although Cadbury and J.S. Fry merged in 1919, their ranges retained separate
identities until 1973 when the company merged the two ranges. In 1925 Cadbury
had 14 lines and Fry’s 50 lines. The Cadbury range concentrated mainly on
decorated eggs, supported foiled eggs and decorated cardboard eggs. Fry’s also
manufactured decorated eggs but did not have the range of chocolate assortments
that Cadbury was able to add to its eggs. Fry’s ‘added value’ presentations led to a
most unusual range of Easter Eggs - in 1931 chocolate eggs were being attached to
many different gift items including watches, necklaces and even cutlery!
Decorations in colours and relief had started to appear on mass produced eggs
during the 1920’s but in the 1930’s the splendour of the Cadbury range of eggs, filled
with assortments, was something to marvel! These magnificent eggs, elegantly
packed in decorated cardboard boxes, appealed to the adult sector of the market.
Novelties and small eggs were available for children but it would appear that adult
tastes dominated the Easter Egg market in the 1930’s. Creme filled eggs, the
forerunners of the famous Cadbury Creme Egg, first appeared in 1923. Over the
years, various crème eggs with white and chocolate filling, plus Turkish Delight have
appeared on the Cadbury and Fry’s listings. From the 1960’s onwards the growth in
this market has been phenomenal particularly since 1975 when television advertising
helped to make Creme Egg eating a ‘cult’. The Cadbury Creme Egg first appeared in
1971 and now dominates the market with approximately 500 million being made each
year, with over a third for export. Cadbury Caramel eggs joined the range in 1994.

What day does the Easter Egg hate most? ………….. Fry-day
What did one Easter Egg say to another? ……………. Heard any good yolks today?

Perhaps one of the most significant events in the Easter Egg market occurred in the
early 1950’s when a carton designer, William T Horry, revolutionised the business.
Prior to this, chocolate eggs were fragile and expensive to make and pack. While
working on a carton design for a light bulb, Horry realised the potential of a similar
carton to hold fragile Easter Eggs and this changed the whole face of the market.
The Roses Easter Egg carton was the first Cadbury Easter Egg to use this
packaging. The individual packaging was designed to protect the egg while offering
the opportunity to display the egg itself. They were also less expensive and easy to
assemble during the production process and importantly the carton provided space
for bright new designs and branding.
Cadbury have always been at the forefront of machine design and commissioning.
The earliest Easter Eggs, made of dark chocolate, were ‘whole shells’ rather than the
half shells produced today. Early production techniques were labour intensive but in
1955, one of the first fully automatic chocolate egg machines was installed at
Cadbury’s Bournville factory. This meant that for the first time mould heating,
depositing of the liquid chocolate, mould rotation to achieve uniform thickness,
cooling and de-moulding of the two halves of the egg took place in a series of
mechanical operations. Over the years this process has been refined, production
speeds have been greatly increased and machinery has become computer
controlled. The latest Creme Egg plant at Bournville is a sophisticated computer
controlled operation capable of producing up to 1.5million eggs a day!
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The 1960’s saw great changes in people’s perception of Easter - it came to represent
just another Bank Holiday. However, Easter eggs were now the crucial gift and all
the major manufacturers worked hard to provide a variety of products. The Easter
Egg market was buoyant during the 1960’s and 70’s, with shell eggs containing
chocolate assortments taking the major portion of the market. Branded eggs for
children, such as Buttons first appeared in the 1960’s and increased in the 1970’s.
Attractively packing in child appeal cartons with a reasonable price tag, these eggs
soon became a favourite and accounted for 80% of the shell egg ranges. But it was
not until the 1980’s and 90’s that, through product innovation, new ideas in
presentation and the extension of ranges to suit all ages, the Easter market really
took off. Today the Easter Egg market is one of the most exciting confectionery
markets and is the number one gifting occasion with new ranges and presentations
attracting more consumers each year. Shell eggs represent the oldest and still
largest sector.
Every year over 80 million boxed chocolate shell eggs are sold not to mention all the
Creme Eggs and Mini Eggs. The UK chocolate Easter Egg market is worth in excess
of £250 million a year with £150 million spent on shell eggs and novelties, £70 million
on creme filled eggs and £30 million spent on mini eggs, with Cadbury’s Mini Eggs
being the biggest mini egg brand. Spending on Easter Eggs accounts for 10% of the
UK’s spending on chocolate.
Egg Facts:
•

The world’s most popular chocolate egg is the Cadbury’s Creme Egg.
500 million Crème Eggs are produced annually (that’s 1.5 million eggs per
day). 305 million are exported overseas, leaving 3.5 Creme Eggs for every
person in the UK to enjoy. If you laid all the Creme Eggs made annually endto-end it would stretch from Bournville (Birmingham) to Sydney, Australia. If
all the Crème Eggs made annually were stacked on top of each other, the
pile would be 10 times higher than Mount Everest! Cadbury dominates the
market with a more than 50% share and 1 in every 3 shell eggs sold is made
in their chocolate factory in Bournville.

•

On average, children in the UK get 8.8 Easter eggs every year, eating their
eggs in 4 days, consuming around 8,000 calories.

•

Over 80 million boxed Easter eggs are sold at Easter in the UK each year.

•

Top 8 British Easter Eggs

•
•

Cadbury Creme Egg.
Cadbury Dairy Milk Easter Egg (Large) ...

•
•

Rolo Easter Egg (Medium) ...
Maltesers Teasers Easter Egg (Large) ...

•
•

Cadbury Mini Eggs Easter Egg (Large) ...
After Eight Insider Easter Egg (Large) ...

•
•

Nestle Toffee Crisp Easter Egg (with mug) ...
Milkybar Easter Egg (Small) ...
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•

In Norway, it's traditional to read crime stories over Easter weekend.
This unusual custom is believed to date back to 1923, when two authors
promoted their new crime novel by taking out an advert on the front page of
Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten. The advert was so realistic that many
people thought that the book's title - Bergen Train Looted in the Night - was a
real headline. This publicity stunt got national attention, and the novel was a
huge success.

•

The tallest chocolate Easter egg was made in Italy in 2011. It was 10.39
metres high and weighed 7,200 kg, making it taller than a giraffe, and heavier
than an elephant.

•

The President of the United States celebrates Easter by holding an annual
"egg roll" at the White House. The egg roll is a race that involves pushing an
egg along the grass with a long-handled spoon. It's been an Easter Monday
tradition at the White House since 1878.

•

In Germany, it is technically illegal to dance on Good Friday and out of
respect for the religious holiday, most German states ban dancing in public
that day. Even in Berlin dancing is technically illegal between 4am and 9pm,
but the law is very rarely enforced.

•

The UK is joint 4th in the world league of chocolate eating (based on weight
per capita) behind only Switzerland, Germany and Austria. On average, this
means that each person in Britain eats almost 9.5 kg of chocolate per year.

•

27% of parents admit to eating their children’s chocolate at Easter.

•

76% of people will bite the ears off a chocolate bunny first

•

65% of people think of chocolate first when asked about Easter

•

The most expensive Easter egg on sale in 2016 was by Brighton
Chocolatiers Choccywoccydodah. It cost £25,000!
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Something Eggstraspecial
Perhaps the most famous eggs of all are the Faberge Eggs, 50 Imperial eggs
commissioned by the Russian Tsar Alexander III for his wife Empress Maria
Feodorovna, for Easter. Created between 1885 and 1916, by the award-winning
master goldsmith Peter Carl Fabergé, his brief was to create the most luxurious and
ingenious object that a Tsar could give to his spouse for Easter.
Fabergé was known for crafting fine objects and jewellery, and assisting in
restorations for the Hermitage Museum. Well-versed in the history of art, Fabergé
based the first egg, The Hen Egg, it is believed, on the 18th-century Saxon Royal
Egg, which he had seen in the Green Vault museum in Dresden—a gold egg that
encased a gold hen, a gold crown, and a ring. He created his own version in white
enamel, which opened to a gold yolk that concealed a small gold hen, which in turn
opened to a pendant. That final “surprise”—the prize hidden within each Fabergé
egg—came at the Tsar’s request. Each year thereafter, for 30 years, Fabergé would
imagine his own designs and lead the production of the Imperial Easter eggs. When
Alexander III died in 1894, his son Tsar Nicholas II kept the tradition alive, and raised
the stakes, commissioning two eggs per year: one for his mother, Maria, and one for
his wife, Alexandra.

The eggs were each entirely unique and made from a range of materials, from threecoloured gold to rock crystal, and always beset with precious stones and gems, like
emeralds, pearls, and diamonds. They ranged in size from under three inches to
over five inches tall, and could often, but not always, be opened to reveal a surprise.
Known to take one to two years to produce, each egg required various craftsmen of
differing expertise from metalsmithing to diamond-cutting, enamel work to painting.
Two chief craftsmen oversaw the production of the eggs, but Fabergé was at the
helm.
While aesthetic and material considerations were of great importance, the eggs
needed to convey a personal touch and be meaningful for the Romanovs. As such,
several of the eggs were emblazoned with (or contained) tiny portraits depicting the
Imperial family members, painted painstakingly on ivory by the Fabergé workshop’s
expert miniaturists. The Order of St. George Egg (1916), which Nicholas gave to his
Mother, Maria, has two coins on its exterior that can be lifted to reveal the thumbsized portraits of Nicholas and his son, Tsarevich Alexei Nikolaevich. A particularly
striking and personal egg, which Nicholas gifted to his wife Alexandra, is The Rock
Crystal Revolving Imperial Egg (1894). It features a clear glass shell with 12
miniature paintings depicting Alexandra’s favourite places within it, all mounted on a
gold stem topped with an emerald that could be rotated to see the various images
The small paintings picture familiar locations, like Balmoral Castle in Scotland, where
Alexandra’s grandmother, Queen Victoria, resided.
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The most iconic Fabergé egg is the Coronation Egg (1897), which commemorated
Alexandra’s Imperial coronation. Covered in luminous, yellow-green enamel over an
engraved guilloché sunburst design, it’s bookended by portrait diamonds and cradles
a toy-sized coach - a miniature replica of the 18th Century vehicle that transported the
Empress on the day of the Imperial ceremony. The small carriage doors could be
opened and a step stool pulled out. In the carriage there was a tiny diamond egg.

The final Imperial Fabergé egg made in 1916, the Steel Military Egg, was a little more
simple and severe and less elaborate due to the circumstances of the political times.
Made from shiny steel and sitting atop a plinth shaped like bullets it bears little
resemblance to the effusive eggs of decades prior. By 1918, Fabergé’s workshop
had disbanded, as many workers left to fight in World War I, and Fabergé himself fled
to Switzerland, where he died in 1920.
The 50 Imperial eggs were looted and transported to Moscow during the Russian
Revolution. Many were sold, 10 eventually made their way to Moscow’s Kremlin
Armoury Museum, and 8 went missing. In some cases, the egg’s surprises were sold
separately, which is why many of those prized pieces are now lost. Certain eggs
found their way to private dealers, who took them to the United States and sold them
to wealthy Americans after the Depression. Today there are known to be 43 Imperial
eggs scattered around the world, with the largest collections at the Kremlin Armoury
(10 eggs) and the Fabergé Museum, St. Petersburg (9 eggs). Pratt’s Collection at
the VMFA and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York have 3 eggs each. Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II has 3 eggs (see below images) and over 300 Faberge
objects d’art.

Colonade Egg Clock

Basket of Flowers Egg

Mosaic Egg
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‘The Old Days’
By Dave Venables
Many thanks to Dave for sending this in. Maybe like the cheese we are maturing
rather than getting old …!
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Photography Podium
Here’s a round-up of the results from our recent competitions.

‘InterClub Competition’
What an enjoyable evening we had with the InterClub Competition, hosted by Knowle
CC, with stunning high quality images from across the three camera clubs. What
fierce competition there was between ourself, Knowle and South Birmingham. And
what a fantastic result for Shirley coming out on top as winners. Very well done to all
of you who had your images judged in the competition. It just shows the high quality
photographers we have across our members.

‘Annual Digital Competition’
We had an excellent with this competition viewing 102 images from across the three
Groups being judged. Well done Kevin, Jenny and Chanardaye with your winning
images.
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Group 1

1st – Gloster Gladiator

2nd – Mountain Panorama

3rd – Wrong Hole

2nd – Cortinarius Fungus

3rd – Day Dreaming

Group 2

1st – Urban Pollution
Group 3

1st – Blind Lady Resting

2nd – I Can’t Reach

3rd – Electric Chair
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‘Annual Prints Competition’
Congratulations to all those who entered images, but particular congratulations to
Chanardaye, Tony and Kevin who claimed the trophies for the best prints of the year.

Group 1

1st – Tranquility

2nd – Concrete and Sky

3rd – Deck Chairs

Group 2

1st – On Her Holidays

2nd – The Last Battle

3rd – Ural Owl

Group 3

1st – We’ve Been Waiting For You

2nd – Asian Elephant Affection

3rd – Tunnel Vision
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External Recognition
Our external profile it seems knows no bounds with our members’ achievements and
recognitions. Here’s a selection and round-up of what’s been going on for some of
our members. To those of you who haven’t sent me any results you have do please
let me have them to publish in the Newsletter. But to all of you, very many
congratulations for any successes you have had and in the words of Bruce Forsyth
“Didn’t they do well”. And don’t forget you have to be ‘in it to win it’ so have a go at
entering an external competition. If I can do it, you can too!
We start with our President, Mick Schilling, who has just officially received his BPE1*
award. How cool is that!

https://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/

MCPF MidPhot 2022
Open (Digital)
The 59th Annual Exhibition of Midland Photography saw recognition for many of our
members across the following categories:
•
•
•
•

Open Monochrome Projected
Open Colour Projected
Nature Projected
Scapes Projected

Congratulations to every one of you and for flying the SPS flag.
Elizabeth Smith – 1 image Accepted into MidPhot

‘The Last House’
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Jenny Ladbrooke - 5 images entered in MidPhot plus 1 in Clay Cross.
Jenny’s images have all done well this year in Shirley competitions and she has now
received external recognition for them. Well done Jenny.

Mick Schilling
Mick has had a busy time entering his images into a number of events. Here’s a
round-up of them. 9 images accepted into MidPhot. His ‘Lines in the Sand’ is doing
very well for him as this was also accepted into South Birmingham and Basingstoke.

‘Growing with the Flow’

‘In the Lead’

‘Inquisitive Youngster’

‘Lines in the Sand’

‘Mayfly in Canola Field’

‘Heading Out to See Grandma’

‘Male Banded Demoiselle’

‘Helvetia Sunset’

‘The Old Mill’
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In Basingstoke Mick also had 4 accepted including ‘In the Lead’.
3 images were accepted into the Southport 75th National Open Exhibition: ‘Banded
Demoiselle on Red Campion’; ‘Denthead Rain’ and ‘Drift Car Fuel Leak’

‘Banded Demoiselle on Red Campion’

‘Denthead Rain’

‘Drift Car Fuel Leak’

Two images were acceptances for Clay Cross BPE, near Chesterfield: ‘Banded
Demoiselle on Red Campion’ and ‘By Hand’.

‘By Hand’

In the Vale of Evesham Camera Club Annual Exhibition Mick managed 7
Acceptances including his ‘Lines in the Sand’ along with ‘Heading Out to See
Grandma’, ‘Denthead Rain’, ‘Banded Demoiselle on Red Campion’, ‘Male Banded
Demoiselle’, ‘Mayfly Imago and Exuvia Skin’. You could say Mick’s flying high
(excuse the pun!).
Jolanta Axon
Many congratulations on getting 7 acceptances into MidPhot.
‘Tunnel Vision’ was awarded a MCPF Ribbon
‘Joe, Jake and Jack in the Box’ was Highly Commended
The other acceptances were:
‘Thinking Outside the Box’
‘Come on Eileen
‘Robert’
‘Red Soldier Beetle on Grass’
‘Misty by Grasmere’
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Dave Venables
Dave had 6 images accepted into MidPhot and received an MCPF Ribbon for
‘Tanglewood Creek’. Some beautiful landscapes that have done very well in Shirley
competitions too. Many congratulations.

‘Tanglewood Creek’

See you in May

